
From: David Hampton </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9A520AFFB0DE4014A9414763A9D35C25-DAVI D 
HAM PT> 

To: Gaming Business Planning & Strategy 
Sent: 11/10/2020 5:09:35 PM 
Subject: FW: Request for Strategy Approval: Sega 
Attachments: Gaming CSA -- Strategic Framing Memo -- SEGA vF.docx 

Game on 

From: Phil Spencer <philsp@microsoft.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 8:11 AM 
To: Amy Hood <amyhood@microsoft.com>; Satya Nadella <satyan@microsoft.com> 
Cc: Anna Chen <Yilun.Chen@microsoft.com>; Bill Duff <billduff@microsoft.com>; Christian Staples (CORPDEV) 
<Christian.Staples@microsoft.com>; Damon Baker <Damon. Baker@microsoft.com>; David Hampton 
<dhampton@microsoft.com>; Greg Sivinski (CELA) <Greg.Sivinski@microsoft.com>; Haiyan Zhang 
<Haiyan.Zhang@microsoft.com>; Jerret West <Jerret.West@microsoft.com>; Linda Norman (CELA) 
<Inorman@microsoft.com>; Matt Booty <mbooty@microsoft.com>; Michael Wetter (CORPDEV) 
<mwetter@microsoft.com>; Paul Lee (XBOX) <Paul.Lee@microsoft.com>; Rod Chang 
<rchang@microsoft.com>; Ryan Cooper (CORPDEV) <Cooper.Ryan@microsoft.com>; Sarah Bond 
<Sarah.Bond@microsoft.com>; Tim Stuart <timstu@microsoft.com>; Xuan Liu <Xuan.Liu@microsoft.com> 
Subject: Request for Strategy Approval: Sega 

I'm writing to request Strategy Approval to approach Sega Sammy regarding a potential acquisition of their Sega 
gaming studios. For context, Bill and I have reviewed the business case for acquiring Sega and are both 
supportive. We believe that Sega has built a well-balanced portfolio of games across segments with global 
geographic appeal, and will help us accelerate Xbox Game Pass both on and off-console. Please find the attached 
memo and bullets below for additional detail on our strategy to prioritize our next acquisition target, a brief 
overview of Sega's gaming portfolio, and the value drivers for the potential acquisition. 

As the Sega gaming studios are owned by Sega Sammy, a publicly-traded Japanese company, we have called out 
a few deal complexities in the memo. Sega's gaming has represented roughly half of Sega Sammy's revenue and 
operating income, or -$900M of revenue and $60-90M of operating income, in each of Sega Sammy's last three 
fiscal years. The team is coordinating closely with CELA on next steps, if we were to receive SA. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, or would like us to schedule time to discuss live. 

Thanks, 
Phil 

Prioritizing Acquisition Targets 
To help inform our next strategic acquisition target, we have identified top priority segment and geographic 
combinations for Xbox, in order: 

• PC in North America and Europe 
• Mobile in North America and Europe 
• Console and PC in APAC 

Keeping in mind these leading priorities, we evaluated a set of targets, both individually and in combination of our 
own studios, to determine the best strategic fit. Sega is the most attractive next acquisition target due to its global 
PC catalog, presence on mobile in Asia, and global brand affinity on console through its classic IP. 

Sega Overview 
Based in Tokyo, Japan (2,100 FTEs), Sega is one of the largest and most recognizable publishers in the world. It 
is a division of Sega Sammy, a publicly-traded company (EV of -$2.3B) that operates in several other businesses 
including pachinko machines and resorts. Sega's Consumer gaming studios have a proven portfolio that includes: 
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•  Global Console Depth & Back Catalog - Sega's console portfolio spans generations and contains some of 
the industry's most recognizable franchises, including Sonic the Hedgehog, Megami Tensei, and Yakuza. 

•  Global PC Catalog - Sega has, through its own studios and acquired ones, established expertise at 
developing and publishing high-quality, deeply engaging PC content that would greatly enhance a gaming 
subscription service, including pay-to-play titles such as Football Manager and Total War, as well as 
free-to-play titles like Phantasy Star Online 2. 

•  Mobile Presence in Asia - Sega has a notable mobile presence in Asia, particularly in Japan, via mobile-first 
games (-$250M in 2019), often as extensions of their existing IF 

Value Drivers: 
We believe that an acquisition of Sega's Consumer division would drive strategy & economic value for Microsoft 
through: 

•  Xbox Game Pass - Subscription exclusivity of current and future releases will improve Xbox Game Pass' 
appeal and value to players. This will result in new subscribers across console, PC, and cloud. Further, the 
global appeal of Sega's beloved IF will help expand Xbox Game Pass's reach to new audiences around the 
world, most notably in Asia, where localized content is critical to success. 

•  Game Transactions - We will continue to sell acquired games and franchises across all game platforms. 
Previously unavailable titles on Xbox will be brought over to the platform for additional monetization 
opportunities, and future titles will no longer observe a delay of launching on Xbox. 

Next Steps 
If SA is received, the broader working team will investigate the following questions in parallel (and any additional 
concerns you might have): 

• Detailed post-acquisition integration plan 
• Financial modeling, including impacts to Xbox Game Pass and game transactions 
• Discussion of a potential acquisition with Sega Sammy leadership 

Once these investigations are complete, if warranted, we would request A2N from you, Satya, and the Board 
before extending an offer. 
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1. 1 STRATEGY OVERVIEW 
A more detailed overview of the game industry, our strategic thesis, and how we are accelerating 
Xbox Game Pass growth can be found in the appendix of this paper. However, our perspective on 
growth remains unchanged and is grounded in the following: 

• The game industry is large and growing; in 2019, the industry generated $182 billion in total 
revenue; —larger than the global home video, movie box office, and music industries 
combined — and continues to grow. Today, 1 in 3 people in the world plays games, 2.6 
billion2 in total. Microsoft, which accounts for 5% of global gaming revenue and players, has 
significant headroom for growth in this rapidly expanding market3. 

• Our opportunity is to expand our presence through driving the industry paradigm shift from 
being device-centric to player-centric. To aid this transformation, we are making "needle 
moving" investments in Xbox Game Pass, supported by Xbox Series X / Series S, and xCloud. 

• Differentiated content, the primary engine behind subscription growth, remains a key 
accelerant to helping us realize our ambition. 

• Our content portfolio continues to reach more gamers across devices in North America and 
Europe. However, there is still opportunity to reach further than our primary addressable 
audiences. 

2. 1 PRIORITIZING ACQUISITION TARGETS 
Mapping Xbox's projected areas of geographic presence onto the total market opportunity helps 
inform our view on how to sequence the priorities to be pursued. The distribution of our consumer 
spend and its estimated portion of differing segment and geo combinations within the overall gaming 
industry market help us identify top priority segment and geographic combinations for Xbox, in 
priority order: 

• PC in North America and Europe 
• Mobile in North America and Europe 
• Console and PC in APAC 

' Consensus analyst estimates, public filings, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Sizing"). 
2 Analyst estimates, internal analysis ("CY2019 Gamer Value"). 
s Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Profit Pools'). 
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Keeping in mind our leading priorities (bolstering our presence in PC for North America and Europe 

and definitively entering Western Mobile), we evaluated 46 companies and applied a set of filters 

(e.g., scale, regional strengths, corporate ownership, etc.) to identify the most attractive targets. The 
filtering process resulted in 12 leading targets that we believe are large-scale and most attractive to 

acquire (see Figure 6). To summarize the consideration set for our next large-scale acquisition: 

Figure 2: Comparison of Sega and Alternative Acquisition Opportunities4

Sega Sammy $2 billion 
Deep stable of owned franchises on console & PC 
with mobile presence 

Bandai Namco $12 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console & mobile 

Capcom $5 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console with mobile presence 

Konami $5 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console & mobile 

Netmarble $13 billion 
Mobile-centric content portfolio; mix of owned 
franchises & licensed intellectual property 

Nexon $17 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with strength in PC and 
presence in mobile 

Playrix $7 billion Mobile-only content portfolio with casual focus 

Square Enix $6 billion 
Asia-focused publisher with owned franchises and 
strength in console & mobile 

Take-Two Interactive $15 billion Deep stable of owned franchises on console & PC 

Ubisoft $10 billion 
Console-centric content portfolio; mix of owned 
franchises & licensed intellectual property 

Valve $17 billion 
Stale but relevant owned PC franchises; owns the 
world's largest 3rd party PC store (Steam) 

Zynga $8 billion 
Western-focused mobile-only player with deep 
portfolio of casual games 

These leading targets were evaluated, both individually and in combination, to determine the best 

strategic fit based on the leading priorities identified above. Outside of pursuing a mobile-first 
strategy, we conclude that Sega is the most attractive next acquisition target due to its PC catalog, 

4 Enterprise values as of September 10th, 2020. 
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presence on mobile, and global brand affinity. We will explore Sega in the context of future 
acquisitions, including evaluations of mobile first companies. 

3. 1 SEGA 
2 

3 

3.1. 1 Company Overview and Corporate Structure 
Headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, Sega is one of the largest and most recognizable games publishers in 
the world. Sega's ten gaming studios have produced beloved franchises such as Sonic the Hedgehog, 
Total War, Puyo Puyo, and Football Manager, spanning platforms and geographies. Collectively, the 
studios have 2,100 FTEs5 and in 2019, they generated -$1.0 billion of revenue. For FY17, FY18, and 
FY19 (ending 3/31), the gaming bsiness generated -$900M of revenue and $60-90M in operating 
income'. 

Sega is part of a larger holding company, Sega Sammy, that owns and operates several business 
divisions, including Pachinko / Pachinslot, Entertainment Contents (which includes its gaming-focused 
Consumer segment), and Resorts'. Sega Sammy is publicly traded on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, with 
an enterprise value of $2.3 billion'. Our focus is on the company's gaming studio operations, reflected 
in its 'Consumer' division. 

3.2. 1 Key Asset Overview 
Sega's key assets, all based on owned franchises, include: 

Global Console Depth & Back Catalog: Sega's console portfolio spans generations and 
contains some of the industry's most recognizable franchises. Its primary tentpole, Sonic the 
Hedgehog, has proven commercial success (250+ million console and PC units sold, 700+ 
million mobile downloads) and cultural relevancy that will drive the growth of Xbox Game 

2019 Sega Management Meeting presentation 
' Sega financial disclosures 
' Sega's Pachinko and Pachinslot businesses develop, manufacture, and sell playable machines; traditionally in recreational 
arcade and gambling halls. The company's Resorts business operates 2 casino-based resorts and 1 golf club, both based in 
Asia. 
8 Enterprise Value as of November 9th, 2020. 
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Pass. Sega also publishes a broader portfolio of successful at-scale franchises such as Megami 
Tensei, Persona, and Yakuza, that have sold over 40 million copies collectively. These 
established franchises release on console (and PC) at a regular cadence and are well suited 
for global audiences within a subscription service. 

• Global PC Catalog: Sega has, through its own studios and acquired ones, established 
expertise at developing and publishing high-quality, deeply engaging PC content that would 
greatly enhance a gaming subscription service. In addition to pay-to-play games such as 
Football Manager and Total War, that have collectively sold nearly 50 million copies, the 
company also has expertise on creating free-to-play PC titles (e.g. Phantasy Star Online 2). 

• Mobile Presence in Asia: Finally, Sega has a notable presence in Asia, particularly in Japan, via 
mobile-native games (—$250M in 20199). Popular games like PuyoPuyo!!Quest, Chain 
Chronicle, and Hortensia Saga, etc. have generated 160+ million life-to-date downloads and 
$1.3 billion in life-to-date revenue. 

9 App Annie 2019 Sega gross mobile revenue estimates 
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Figure 4: Sega Development Studiosl o

SEGA Japan Asia I Action-adventure fighting games 

Studio 1 Tokyo, Japan 
e - - Platform party games 

SEGA Japan Asia - 1000 • • • Tile-matching video games 

Studio 2 Tokyo, Japan 
Cross-genre platform games 

SEGA Japan Asia 

Studio 3 Tokyo, Japan r_ F2P online action role-playingame g 

Atlus Tokyo, Japan -150 Q Tactical and action role-playing games 

Horsham, PC Strategy games 
Creative Assembly 

England
-480 

Survival horror video games 

fl Military science-fiction real-time 
strategy games 

Rel ic Vancouver, EIC -220 
PC Real-time strategy video games 

Sports Interactive London, England -125 Simulation sports games 

Amplitude Studios Paris,, France -80 PCTum-hasedstrategygames 

Hardlight Leamington Spa, 
m5~ Score attack racing video games 

(mobile) Enlgland 

Two Point Surrey, England -20 m Business simulation game 

We believe Sega's portfolio of tentpole and complementary franchises would provide the content 

infusion necessary to accelerate Xbox Game Pass subscriber growth across console, PC, and cloud 

0 FTEs based on 2019 Sega Management Meeting presentation 

5 
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4. 1 ACQUISITION ECONOMICS 

2 

3 

4 

4.1. 1 Operating Plan 
Subject to diligence and discussions with Sega's leadership team, we expect Sega to report to Matt 
Booty with the following operating principles: 

• We will continue to develop and sell all acquired games and franchises on all relevant 
platforms (e.g., Android, iOS, PlayStation, Steam, Switch, Windows, Xbox, etc.). 

• We will bring previously exclusive to PlayStation and Nintendo titles to Xbox and launch future 
titles on Xbox in addition to other relevant platforms as rights permit. 

• We will launch all acquired games and franchises with subscription exclusivity into Xbox Game 
Pass on console, PC, and cloud; future releases will ship into Xbox Game Pass on a day-and-
date basis. 

4.2. I Value Drivers 
The primary economic levers of the acquisition can be summarized in two broad buckets: 

1. Xbox Game Pass Subscribers. Subscription exclusivity of current and future releases will 
improve Xbox Game Pass' appeal and value to players. This will result in new subscribers 
across console, PC, and cloud. Further, the global appeal of Sega's beloved IP will help 
expand Xbox Game Pass's reach to new audiences around the world, most notably in Asia, 
where localized content is critical to success. The incremental engagement driven by these 
franchises will reduce existing subscriber churn. Together, these dynamics will greatly increase 
total Xbox Game Pass subscribers, accelerating the virtuous cycle described in Section 2.1. 

2. Game Transactions. We will continue to sell acquired games and franchises across all game 
platforms. Previously unavailable titles on Xbox (e.g. Persona franchise on PlayStation, Shin 
Megami Tensei franchise on Nintendo) will be brought over to the platform for additional 
monetization opportunities, and future titles will no longer observe a delay of launching on 
Xbox. Releasing new games in Xbox Game Pass day-and-date potentially shifts base game 
sales to the subscription service; however, we observe that games in Xbox Game Pass typically 
have a larger player base and see a lift in post-sale monetization. 
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5. I KEY RISKS 
5 
While Sega represents a meaningful opportunity for Gaming, we are cognizant of the following 
strategic and operating risks: 

• Deal execution: It is unclear whether Sega Sammy has appetite to divest their gaming studios, 
which have represented roughly half of their revenue and operating income. Deal execution 
would likely be particularly complex. 

• Integration risk: Microsoft has limited experience with Japanese acquisitions. Our preliminary 
integration plan is intended to preserve a degree of cultural & operating autonomy for Sega 
by having its Consumer division leadership report to Matt Booty. However, there is a risk that 
this plan may not completely account for cultural and/or other integration challenges. 

6. 1 CONCLUSION 
The opportunity to accelerate our ambitions in gaming with Xbox Game Pass is now. As the industry 
undergoes meaningful transition, new economic value will be created, and existing economic value 
will be reorganized. Other key Microsoft competitors (e.g., Google, Tencent, Amazon, etc.) perceive 
this shift as well, and are also investing in content subscriptions and cloud services. Acquiring Sega 
would create sustained differentiation in this competitive environment. 
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APPENDIX 

7. 1 SEGA SAMMY OVERVIEW 

Company Overview sesanmy
• Operates three business segments: 
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Market Overview 
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Precedent Transactions 
Enterprise EV/LTM 62/LOU 

Announced Target Acquirar Value ($M Reeanue 261150 Targat M14,612, 

09/21/20 289,6488 Mlcresaft $7,500 8381 3334 TIe 2115r25011, 141841 974,2,14 
06/01n0 es 24900 5180 208 1.558 400% 8140?, Tp Beast 
04/28/30 14 e,, Maartfur 90,1,,,, Holding $530 448 NA 6une4c0,0
02/3200 Saber It4,,e,tism Embracer GToW $525 S.Ox 8.54 W090 War Z, 3M10w Gunner, T. W4:3er 3, N&l PhygrOUMs, Hab ONirw 
68/23/19 $090090 P2N768 $275 5.081 NA Best FeMs 

08/19/19 IepmniacGames Sorry 5229 NA NA Marvel$Spider-Man 483, 14,1311 ,Tae Unspoken, Sago Me Deep 
09/1599 549211 CUr,, 40,981 610131448C471941 gA nlg t'sq ee, Ame3mn Fugwe, ,,hider 

1 NA rsE12/20/18 Small Gian[Games 2yrraa $560 NA Irape 08082 Ores&Pc,ac, 
09/22/18 SnergW I1lr33logy Vbldrgs 2.524] gCentury 2220090 19.926 $4,344 NA NA Nagrero2orc,2, Our081n3 0, 0926500, TN2 WwM of legend, 614285w90 
09/06/18 LCPGames P.9  *33,, $225 NA NA Eve, Dust 514,1Unjack 
08/15/12 

0
0 '186 39104004 Ba I2 p tl .PUBS 

06/10/18 Nina Tf,U,, 641  crasoft 5117 1,081 1604 114113182,, Bleeding Edge,VR Projects 
25/00/18 Avalrc3e Sudie, Nmtlisk R. $133 NA NA 41,1(800, 6441 6428 
02/14/18 60,5 Media TIR 30,412 $149 NA NA Saint', Tow,MMre Names hinder Deep 5802,1 
11/29/17 Beli,f Aames M,34,124 Te1M1ndlo®es $990 228 1194 trawn, 101rwa,S74410,Mdden Etpediton 
11/09/17 0250044 E m2r..Omenf Elttt'onlc AT, $315 NA NA Tn4nla11,S1arWINVR 
62/01/17 Social Poim Take-Two lnteattie, SoRwa re $250 2881 1204 0rag2, City, 64,9178, legends 
07/0996 501853 Damage Le402Te26n010gies $220 NA NA 0026016fer 5eW215: Wplfer¢t2lm Enemy Tertrtay, GeamafWar 
06/21/13 1,0r,211 Temem 421.4,0, $10,200 444 1104 Cloth If tlam, Hay Gay rd Battle Buddies 
11/02/15 050 461701 2,7,01,1, 2114494 55260 2881 824 fardytr IS Fann Uoryes, Pet Rescue 
06/.95 8, B 24,18 , e,m m 89 3 p,70812d6,409 
04/26/15 Per14cIWm~lld~m Foundertake private $040 1481 962 Pertea WoOd, Legendof Martel Art£Pert,A World Il, Zr,, 08n, tai Bi 
04/03/15 351,842 629133 Capital 9dd Limited 51200 3281 9.28 AION,Mapkstay, The Wonaaf Legend, Rgnxok OAir¢ 
11/22/14 08 Fisf Games Cllm,M1l116PX16 $485 [Na 792 trawn, Fairway &,lraie, Hidden Eigreddan 
10/14/14 Digital Extremes Mutt DynanucGames/Pe rfeR Online Vbdirg $120 NA NA Warframe, ThODarkrcss 
09/15/10 64018,060 MlttaspR {10481bn $2515 7-681 4.64 MlnecraR hanenlse 
03/17/14 Gentimerectie ttlaiman&P1-Omwtum 1818 7,896, $990 2581 409 21001%, 
01/30/14 N21wa1MOU0n 20962 9407 7.981 NM BatkBeaker, 12404AG 
10/15/13 937er,211 Softlank $1,000 3481 NA tlasN of tlare, Hay 0,3 tUd Battle Buddies 
07/25/13 0c5c110n3iiu8rd M4n9ement401,0 $5,830 144 594 Wosdorworcrah, Heart340ne 
07/08/13 64,650 530205 02z31 5160 NA NA 1per115 0,44000818
07/12/11 P00/Up 1,0005 Eleceanic Arts $750 7481 NA A-M1emy,Bel08,eled,Foedme1re9ry 
04/26/11 64201mGr86l Spmmit Pc,tner,/IA $350 NA NA 0214eter Gaedd; Farmerama, Dr emang Darlo,AI, S249263 
04/21/11 been Feint GREE 5164 NA NA Fruit Ninja,*01040, Sr,, BlydmlYe, 30 Mllerrnaster 6,4, 
02/04/11 000200, Termem $472 NA 

k8mnn 4381 

180810 3581 

NA League of Legends 

Tiffi 

9.681 

Spume,, Comparry nlmgt, 451 Reward, 
Note: ENrfQAindod,, 18711812244428920,24222 ,r, 1lod R&D7,,all T4nsac3ola3 otherlhan Big $4,Gamq Peak Conroe, Saber Interactive,Sod,)Poirdand Supnreell,whnre4rgets' accounting fo,R&Oi,,rotavailable; Multiples ab,,o 3558,,, NM" 
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8. I DETAILED STRATEGY OVERVIEW 
6 

7 

8 

8.1. 1 Market Opportunity 
The game industry generated $182 billion' in total revenue in 2019—larger than the global home 
video, movie box office, and music industries12 combined—and continues to grow. Software & 
services revenue, the primary measure of industry health and >90% of total industry revenue, has 
seen steady growth, nearly 10% annually, from 2017-20221. Console remains a key driver of software 
& services revenue ($38 billion) along with Mobile ($87 billion) and PC Client ($32 billion)1. Today, 1 in 
3 people in the world plays games, 2.6 billion13 in total. In the next decade, we estimate that the 

Consensus analyst estimates, public filings, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Sizing"). 
12 PricewaterhouseCoopers ("Global Entertainment and Media Outlook, 2016-2020"). Home video includes DVDs, video-on-
demand, streaming services (e.g. Netflix). Music includes CDs, digital purchases, subscription services, and ticket sales. 
13 Analyst estimates, internal analysis ("CY2019 Gamer Value"). 
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number of players worldwide wil l grow to exceed 4 billion. Microsoft, which accounts for 6% of global 
revenue and players, has significant headroom for growth in this rapidly expanding market14 .

Gaming—which is computationally intensive, accounts for 72%'' of mobile store spend, and drives 
20%16 of non-browser time across all consumer Windows 10 machines—also represents a high-value 
cloud workload and potential growth vector for Azure. 

8.2. 1 Strategic Thesis 
Microsoft's opportunity is to expand its share of an at-scale and growing industry. Our perspective on 
growth remains unchanged and is grounded in our worldview: 

Today, the game industry is largely organized around devices. This structure runs counter to the 
desires and motivations of both players and publishers. We believe the industry will reorganize, 
moving from a device-centric paradigm to one that orients around the player. Our opportunity is to 
expand our presence in a large and growing industry by powering this transformation, including 
establishing relationships with more players on more endpoints in more geographies. Our underlying 
strategic thesis also remains constant—Xbox is the best place to play, empowering people to play the 
games they want, with the people they want, anywhere they want. As our ecosystem evolves, 
membership, in our services across devices, becomes our platform. This requires: 

• Content: to attract and engage players across our platform and services 
• Community: to create an ecosystem for discovery, purchase, and engagement 
• Cloud: to provide ubiquitous content access and presence across endpoints 

8.3. I Xbox Game Pass 
We envision a world in which players are empowered to play their games anywhere and publishers 
can reach players everywhere. Xbox Game Pass, supported by Project xCloud and Xbox Series X, 
embodies our vision: 

• Xbox Game Pass. Xbox Game Pass provides members access to 100s of games for a single 
monthly fee. More importantly, Xbox Game Pass both reduces barriers for players to discover 
games, riding the broader shift in entertainment toward subscriptions, and creates fertile 
ground for publishers to monetize their games. Xbox Game Pass will become our long-term 
consumer-facing platform. Scaling Xbox Game Pass is the primary strategic objective for the 
Gaming CSA. 
Project xCloud. Project xCloud migrates a game's computational workload from the device to 
the cloud, freeing high-fidelity games to play across a broader array of devices (e.g., console 

14 Public financial disclosure, equity research, internal analysis ("CY2019 Game Industry Profit Pools"). 
15 AppAnnie "State of Mobile 2020". Includes iOS App Store and Android Google Play. 
16 Windows 10 Telemetry. 
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games streaming to mobile phones). This technological shift is a key enabler of the player-
centric paradigm described in Section 1.2 and will extend Xbox Game Pass across devices. 
Xbox Series X. The next generation Xbox console, Xbox Series X, will launch in 2020. Series X, 
the best instantiation of our services and experiences, will accelerate Xbox Game Pass by 
providing critical onramps for new content and new subscribers. 

9. 1 ACCELERATING XBOX GAME PASS GROWTH 
9 
9.1. 1 Key Lessons from Video 
Similar to other entertainment markets, the transition to subscriptions in gaming offers a historic 
opportunity. We believe that an empirical review of the video industry yields three primary insights 
that are directly applicable to Xbox Game Pass: 

A: Subscriber scale is the imperative for a successful subscription service. 
Beyond the financial health that typically extends from business growth, subscriber scale is essential in 
building a subscription service. The advantage that scale affords becomes self-reinforcing across 
multiple key vectors: 

• Content Investment. There is a virtuous relationship between content and subscriber scale. 
Content investments are better amortized across a larger subscriber base, improving per user 
economics and positioning a service to further invest in content. To illustrate, a hypothetical 
$100 million investment would cost Netflix $0.60 per subscriber,but would cost Hulu $3.33 per 
subscriber. Due to this dynamic, Netflix is able to invest in more and better content for the 
same cost per subscriber, which enhances the value of its service for subscribers, and has 
resulted in 4x the number of subscribers and 2x the monthly average revenue per user of 
Hulu". 

• Distribution. At scale services achieve "most favored nation" status with non-content 
ecosystem partners (e.g., device manufacturers), further reinforcing the leader's position. For 
example, Spotify often enjoys distribution as the default music service for Android handset 
manufacturers because it is the largest, most prominent music service. 

• Pricing. Premium pricing is a function of a service's underlying subscriber value. The virtuous 
cycle described above enables at scale services to invest in content, improve service value, 
and positively affect average revenue per user. By contrast, lagging services compete on price 
out of necessity. Comparing Netflix's (the leader) average revenue per user to those of 
lagging services between 2010 and 2020 illustrates that point: 

17 Figures as of January 2019. 
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Figure 5: Effective Average Revenue Per User of Streaming Video Services18
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B: Differentiated content is the primary driver of subscriber scale. 
Content is the primary engine behind subscription growth. In digital video subscriptions, Netflix 
invested early and aggressively in its Originals program, content available exclusively on Netflix, 
creating a sustained advantage over competing services. To illustrate, when Netflix first released 
Stranger Things in 2016, quarterly subscriber growth accelerated 54p19, helping jumpstart the virtuous 
cycle described above. Conversely, those services which took a more measured approach to content 
investment, saw the opposite dynamic, with content costs increasing on a per user basis, hampering 
their ability to invest and compete effectively. The relationship between differentiated content and 
subscriber growth is further evidenced by the fact that virtually every major content platform, across 
entertainment categories and business models, invests in differentiated content to drive growth. 

With Xbox Games Pass, we also see a strong relationship, which we believe is causal, between 
differentiated content and subscriber growth: 

18 Matthew Ball, January 2020. 

19 Netflix disclosure. 
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Figure 6: Xbox Game Pass Ending Subscriber Balance & Catalog Growth 
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Two dynamics underly this relationship. Improved catalog scale, quality, and diversity helps a service: 

1. Cater to new demographics and grow subscribers by attracting new users 
2. Improve engagement of existing subscribers, reducing churn and growing subscribers via 

retention 

C: Content engagement is the best proxy for subscriber growth. 
The long-term viability of a subscription service is based on the value it provides its subscribers. 
Content engagement, a proxy for service value, correlates closely with long-term subscriber growth. 
Netflix, whose service management is best-in-class, has operationalized the relationship between 
engagement and subscriber growth, informing content investments based on the predicted impact a 
title will have on service engagement and therefore subscribers. 

Xbox Game Pass also sees a strong positive correlation between the increase in engagement and 
subscriber growth. Similar to Netflix, we inform our content investments by estimating the incremental 
engagement hours a game will drive, based on historical precedents, to forecast the impact it will 
have on Xbox Game Pass subscriber growth: 
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Figure 7: Growth of Xbcx Game Pass Monthly Engagement Hours & Ending Subscriber Balance 
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9.2. I Xbox Game Pass State of the Union 
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Xbox Game Pass is a leading content subscription service in gaming with nearly 15 million subscribers. 
We believe there is a nearly 750 million subscriber opportunity globally, with more than 250 million 
potential subscribers in our primary geographies. Achieving our subscriber ambitions is predicated on 
our ability to create value for our members and partners, beginning with continued investment in 
content. To that end, Xbox Game Pass faces 3 primary content dynamics: 

1. Need for Differentiated Content. For gaming, differentiated content means investing in 
content that is (i) exclusive to the service, to differentiate relative to other services, (ii) 
blockbuster in scale, to attract and engage users, and (iii) released on a "day-and-date" basis 
(i.e. releases in the service on the day it launches), to maximize the value of the content to 
subscribers. 

2. Expanding Beyond Console. Console is a proven subscriber onramp for Xbox Game Pass, but 
the total opportunity is limited by the active installed base of Xbox consoles. PC and cloud 
dramatically expand our market opportunity; addressing that opportunity requires 
differentiated content that is attractive to players in those segments. 

3. Limited Content Supply. Different than other entertainment markets, the supply of attractive 
games is structurally limited. Long development cycles, progressive industry consolidation, 
and high average engagement per title translate into a reduced content supply in gaming 
relative to music or video. This complicates our ability to rent differentiated content across 
console, PC, and cloud. 
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9.3. 1 Implications for Xbox Game Pass 
Based on the parallels with the video industry highlighted in Section 2.1, Xbox Game Pass has a 
window of opportunity to make early and aggressive investments in content, accelerate subscriber 
scale, jumpstart the virtuous cycle realized by leading services, and create lasting value for our 
subscribers and partners. Given the dynamics illustrated in Section 2.2, we believe an acquisition of an 
at-scale content owner is our optimal path to realize this opportunity. 
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